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THIS WHAT LAST BLACK FRIDAY
AND CHRISTMAS LOOK LIKE IN
NUMBERS:
öö 1.2m app installs on Black Friday.
öö Black Friday’s traffic was up 220% in comparison to a normal Friday. Similarly, traffic
increased 155% on Cyber Monday when compared to a normal sales day.

öö $3.34bn being spent online and a 17.7% increase on the previous year, according to
Adobe.

öö On Black Friday, one third of all PayPal payments were made on mobile devices, as
PayPal handled $15,507 in payments per second.

öö Adobe stats show that ecommerce continues to grow, with sales for Christmas 2016 up
11% compared to the previous year.

öö Online sales in December made up about 15% of all retail spending and were 19% higher
than 2015.
We are fast approaching the busiest season of the year once again and with shoppers
starting earlier than ever, it’s time to get your ecommerce store prepared!
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“FAILING TO PREPARE,
IS PREPARING TO FAIL”

öö Make sure your eCommerce platform’s back-end is fully functional and capable of
withstanding the extra traffic

öö Check inventory levels to ensure stock levels are adequate to fulfill the increased
demand

Yes, this advice may seem a bit of a no-brainer but you’d
be amazed at how many businesses lose out due to stock
shortages or a website fault. In 2014, eCommerce Giants
Tesco, PC World, Currys and Boots all crashed, causing them
unprecedented losses.

öö Check and optimise site speed – if your customer gets frustrated at any point of their

So, ensure your site is ready to withstand the extra traffic
over the holiday period.

öö Test all emails before sending them out

This may mean tying up any loose ends on your eCommerce
platform or glitches that have been overlooked throughout
the year, and make sure you have enough stock to cope with
the extra demand.
Here’s a quick checklist to make sure you are prepared for
flash sales like Black Friday:

öö Ensure all adverts are working. Make sure PPC and Social Media adverts are optimised
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journey, they are likely to abandon their cart and shop elsewhere so ensure their journey
is as smooth and fast as possible. It could be worth reducing things like image sizes or
your CSS on key pages like your Home or Best Seller’s page. Test your site speeds for free
using the Google tool PageSpeed Insights.

öö Test all promotional coupons are working
with Black Friday seasonal keywords

öö And, remember the #1 rule in business; Always Expect the Unexpected. Although most
ecommerce companies work normal office hours, during this critical time it’s worth
considering having some staff prepared to jump onto the site over the weekend - just in
case! Anything from PPC errors to platform faults should be prepared for.
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CONSIDER YOUR COMPETITION
Make sure you’re clued in to all your competitor’s promotions – look to ecommerce
giants like Argos, John Lewis and Very. Look at the kind of language they are using to
entice their customers to make a purchase, their displays and promotional offers –
could you replicate something similar in your ecommerce store?
See an example from John Lewis
But a great deal isn’t limited to shocking discounts. Alongside your typical discounts
such as “Half Price”, here’s some alternative promotions you could be offering:

öö 3 for 2 bundle deals
öö Free gifts with purchases over a certain amount

Remember,
anything that
encourages your
shoppers to buy
more is always
good for business!

öö Hourly offers – these create urgency with the buyer
and spark their curiosity, encouraging them to
return later in the day to see what’s on offer then

öö Free gift wrapping
öö ‘Extra’ discounts – for example, save an extra 10% off
sale prices when 3 or more items are purchased!
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THINK SEASONALLY
Black Friday is based around Christmas Shopping, and
according to Campaign Monitor, “gift themed emails see a
48% higher transaction rate than pure promotional emails” so
include seasonal rhetoric across your campaigns.
Very’s eCommerce site is a great example of how to make sure
you’re monopolizing on shoppers festive spirit:

öö They’ve integrated a #LoveGiving promotion asking visitors to nominate a loved one,
fostering a festive spirit and subtly reminding them that this is the season of goodwill
and giving (so they need to buy some presents!)

öö They’ve created a custom tab for Christmas so anyone looking to buy gifts knows
exactly where to go

öö They’re offering Christmas centric promotions
öö And even their seemingly unrelated Christmas promotions have a festive edge
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THINK ABOUT TIME
Flash sales are no longer a one-day event. Black Friday
is now it’s being thought of as ‘Black FIVEDAY’ (Redeye,
2016) with promotions starting on Thursday and lasting
over the weekend through to Cyber Monday.
Limiting yourself to one-day promotions will give your
competitors the advantage over this period. Also, create
suspense in the build up to the period by including a
countdown timer on your site and sending emails as a
reminder of upcoming offers.
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MAKE SOME NOISE ON SOCIAL
MEDIA
If you haven’t already, set up a Social Media calendar and take advantage of a scheduling
programme such as Hootsuite to ensure your posts are tied in with your overall campaign.
Have a look at these Black Friday posts on Social Media for some ideas:
Twitter - Build excitement in the lead up to Black Friday a week or so beforehand. Always
include #BlackFriday and @blackfriday in your promotional tweets – this way people
outside of your current follower list searching for great deals can find you.
Facebook - Facebook is another great way to build up your customer’s momentum a week
or so beforehand. Video is one of the social media network’s biggest advertising tools, so if
you have promotional films this is a great platform to share it on!
Facebook is also a great platform to build brand awareness - use the highly successful ‘like
and comment’ model for exclusive competitions around this time and offer your Facebook
followers exclusive discounts to share with their friends.
Instagram - More and more people are using it as an online shopping tool – so be sure to
showcase your promotions here!

TOP TIP: Don’t forget to stay social over the weekend – if you’re customers are having issues they may be
trying to engage with you via Social Media to resolve them!
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DON’T FORGET ABOUT
EMAIL
In the world of social media, email is beginning to seem a tad old hat, but it
remains one of the biggest sources of traffic to websites.
So, make sure your festive email marketing is organised early and on point!
Customers inboxes will be inundated with Black Friday and Christmas
offers using generic subject lines, so make sure yours stands out. Ensure
your subscribers get regular reminders over this period of what you have
to offer.
Email is the perfect way to send your subscribers an extra incentive to
purchase – offer them exclusive codes to use on your site not available to
non-subscribers.

TOP TIP: At this time, buyers are concerned with
getting the best deals. Make sure your emails show
them why you are offering the best deals on things
they want to buy.
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REMEMBER RETARGETING
This is an excellent, but sorely underused, way to remind
your customers what they are missing out on, before and
after the festive season.
Retargeting works by placing a cookie on a user’s browser
that allows marketers to ‘follow’ their audience around the
web. So, for the 90% of visitors who don’t make a purchase,
when they leave your site they will see your advert, normally
consisting of items they have shown an interest in. This
results in your advertising budget being used on people who
have already shown an interest in your product, and thus
are more likely to make a purchase, than being served to a
cold audience.
You can also send reminder emails to any shoppers who
have abandoned their carts, perhaps offering further
incentives for them to make a purchase or implying scarcity
on the promotion to encourage them to buy now.
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MAKE SURE YOU ARE
MOBILE READY
In 2016, mobile sales overtook desktop sales for the first time ever over the
Black Friday and Christmas period. So, make sure your mobile site is completely
functional as a crash on your mobile site could be disastrous for your sales.

Checklist to make sure your site is mobile ready:

öö As mobile users are less likely to have the optimised
speed of a desktop user, ensure your mobile site
doesn’t contain unnecessary features that can slow
down their shopping experience.

öö They’ll also be viewing it on a very different screen,
potentially whilst on the go. Consider this when
adjusting your navigation, images and text.

öö Make sure your mobile site is easy to navigate and to
make a purchase from. Hubspot recommends making
call-to-action buttons a minimum of 44 x 44 pixels
to ensure ease of clicking. This all improves your
customers journey, and prevents them abandoning
their purchase due to frustration.

SEO – so make sure all title tags and keywords are
optimised.

to make more purchases from your
mobile site or app – why not offer ‘App-

öö Check how many mobile visitors your site normally

öö Don’t forget your mobile site plays a huge part in your

TOP TIP: To incentivise your customers

gets, and prepare to accommodate a lot more! Any
problems that have arisen due to high demand in the
past, now is the time to make sure these glitches are
ironed out as this year mobile is predicted to be huge.

Only’ deals?

öö Use Google’s free tool to check your site is optimized
for mobile here.
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OFFER SAME DAY
DELIVERY
Amazon’s offering of same day delivery with innovations such as
Prime Now has given it a huge edge on their competitors, who
struggle without the infrastructure and resources Amazon enjoy.
To combat this, experts have predicted that smaller businesses
will opt for an ‘Uberisation of shipping’ with multiple collections
per day and local pickup points. Amazon are also increasing the
number of small businesses they partner with, allowing them to
make use of their huge infrastructure for a cut of their profit. Failing
to offer same-day delivery for some companies could result in their
customers going elsewhere.
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ASK “CAN I HELP YOU?”
As the world of commerce shifts away from bricks and mortar and into
the virtual world, personalised customer service has inevitably taken a
dip. To combat this, most eCommerce stores such as Dell, Nike, Very,
O2 (the list goes on…) have now introduced Chat Boxes or “Can I Help?”
windows, allowing customers to talk to a store advisor whilst browsing
their online shop.

This is a valuable tool for online
retailers to gauge customer feedback,
recommend additional products and
improve their customer journey.
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FINALLY, BE READY
TO REFLECT ON WHAT
WORKED AND WHAT
DIDN’T ACROSS ALL
YOUR CAMPAIGNS
Learn from your mistakes. This will prove invaluable after the
holiday period when planning your campaign for next year.
Plus, take advantage of any new customer’s you’ve attracted
and turn them into repeat customers by continuing to engage
them.
And don’t forget, whilst the UK enjoyed 1Bn+ in sales last Black
Friday alone, 18% of this was lost in returns, so be sure to
factor this in to your forecasts.
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SO THERE YOU HAVE IT!
Everything you need to ensure your ecommerce site is ahead
of the curve for this coming holiday season!
The Black Friday and Christmas period is a fantastic
opportunity for ecommerce companies to boost sales,
increase conversion and grow traffic. That’s why it’s important
to find a digital partner that you can trust to help you grow
your business online.

The Web Bureau have a proven track record of helping
businesses grow their online sales. Check out what
we have achieved for our client Harry Corry – taking
them from a bricks and mortar store to an ecommerce
powerhouse!

READ THE CASE STUDY NOW
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Thank you for downloading our ebook!

If you require any help or advice on how to grow your online business, we would love to help.
Feel free to email us at info@thewebbureau.com or call one of our ecommerce experts
on 029 90 731190 for a chat!

